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Pan’s Labyrinth’ is the product of director’s singular vision, says St. Joseph’s University professor Los Angeles Times critic Stephen Stickler. This weekend. This weekend.

Speedy canines will race, leap and catch like crazy at flyball tourney
BY ERIN CHAN / FREE PRESS STAFF WRITER

Four fast dogs on a mission

The fast and the furry

Larry gets the fun done
Hit CD, movies made 2006 big weekend for redneck comic
BY JOHN MONAGHAN
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Great year for redneck comic
Hit CD, movies made 2006

There’s little magic in new sci-fi series
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Cirque Dreams’ is a rumble in the jungle
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Novi flyball tournaments
The fast and the furry
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FOUR FAST DOGS ON A MISSION
Two teams square off at a competition. An electronic judging system is used to time...